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Abstract: Imitation learning is a discipline of machine learning primarily concerned with replicating
observed behavior of agents known to perform well on a given task, collected in demonstration
data sets. In this paper, we set out to introduce a pipeline for collecting demonstrations and training
models that can produce motion plans for industrial robots. Object throwing is defined as the
motivating use case. Multiple input data modalities are surveyed, and motion capture is selected as
the most practicable. Two model architectures operating autoregressively are examined—feedforward
and recurrent neural networks. Trained models execute throws on a real robot successfully, and
a battery of quantitative evaluation metrics is proposed. Recurrent neural networks outperform
feedforward ones in most respects, but this advantage is not universal or conclusive. The data
collection, pre-processing and model training aspects of our proposed approach show promise, but
further work is required in developing Cartesian motion planning tools before it is applicable in
production applications.

Keywords: imitation learning; motion capture; robotics; neural networks; RNN

1. Introduction

Manipulator arms and other types of robots have become ubiquitous in modern
industry and their use has been proliferating for decades, yet even now, the primary method
for programming these devices remains the procedural code, hand crafted by specially
trained technicians and engineers. This significantly increases the cost and complexity
of commissioning process nodes that utilize industrial robots [1]. To this end, various
alternative approaches grounded in machine learning have been proposed. Many of the
methods explored fall under the umbrella of reinforcement learning, which optimizes
an agent acting on its environment through the use of an explicitly specified reward
function [2]. While offering strong theoretical guarantees of convergence, they require
interaction with the environment for learning to occur. Furthermore, in practical settings,
the reward function for many tasks is very sparse, leading to large search spaces and
inefficient exploration [3]. Finally, the reward function for a task may be unknown or
difficult to specify analytically [4].

Imitation learning is a broad field of study in its own right that promises to overcome
some or all of the aforementioned challenges, provided that it is possible to obtain a corpus
of demonstrations showing how the task is to be accomplished [5]. When dealing with
industrial robotics, this is often the case, as the tasks we wish to execute are ones that human
operators already routinely perform. Therefore, we develop an imitation learning-based
approach of our own with practical applications in mind. We record actions taken by
humans in the physical environment and programmatically produce a training data set
structured in the form of explicit demonstrations. These are augmented with additional,
indirectly observed state variables and control signals. We then train artificial neural
network models to reproduce the trajectories therein as motion plans in Cartesian space.
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Given the inherent trade-off between task specificity and required model complexity
when it comes to observation data modality and model output, motion capture is selected
as a convenient middle ground. It does not require a simulated environment as approaches
that involve virtual reality do [6,7], obviates any issues that may come with having to learn
motions in robot configuration space by operating in Cartesian coordinates, and does not
necessitate the use of complex image processing layers as found in models with visual input
modalities [6,8]. The main limitations of this approach are that it requires motion capture
equipment, which is more expensive than conventional video cameras, and Cartesian
motion plans need an additional conversion step into joint space trajectories before it is
possible to execute them on a real robot. Given the intended application of this system—
programming robots to perform tasks in an industrial environment—the advantages of
compact models, rapid training times, and results that are possible to evaluate ahead of
time were deemed to outweigh the drawbacks.

To help guide the development process and serve as a means of evaluation, an example
use case was selected—object throwing to extend the robot’s reach and improve cycle times.
In particular, the task of robotically sorting plastic bottles at a recycling plant was to be
augmented with a throwing capability. While on the surface the task is almost entirely
defined by elementary ballistics that can be programmed explicitly, it serves as a convenient
benchmark for robot programming by way of demonstrations. The task was deemed
sufficiently non-trivial when considered from the perspective of a Markov decision process
or time-series model only given limited information about the system state at any given
time step, while also being suitable for intuitive evaluation by human observers due to its
intuitively straightforward nature. Furthermore, the relationship between release position,
velocity, and target coordinates provides an obvious way to quantitatively evaluate model
performance against training and validation data—extrapolated throw accuracy.

In this paper, we start by introducing some key concepts in imitation learning—in
particular, how they tie in with the autoregressive use of sequence-to-sequence models
(Section 2). Then we explore the broad directions research in this field has taken, as well as
prior work relating specifically to the two key practical aspects of our work—the use of
motion capture and throwing tasks (Section 3). This is followed by a detailed explanation
of the reasoning behind our approach (Section 4), as well as a description of the practical
implementation (Section 5). Metrics for evaluating performance on the motivating use case
are also introduced in Section 5.5. In the results (Section 6) and discussion (Section 7), we
compare the performance of the various model types.

2. Preliminaries

In this article, an agent can be taken to mean the part of the system that acts based on
state or observation vectors s in an environment, according to a policy π which is specified
by a parametric model—a function πθ(s) with parameters θ tuned in optimization and pro-
duces an output action a. For all practical intents and purposes, this means that references
to the agent, model, and policy are almost interchangeable in most contexts. A formalism
common in both reinforcement and imitation learning contexts is the Markov decision process
(MDP), formally given by [5]

MDP = (S, A, T, R, I) (1)

where S is the set of states s, A is the (formally discrete) set of actions a, T : S× A → S
is a state transition function that encapsulates the environment, R : S → R is a reward
function associated with each state and I = p(s0 ∈ S) represents the initial state distribu-
tion. In many imitation-learning-related cases, a reward function need not be specified or
considered. Moreover, if one is willing to break with the strict formal definition and give up
the use of mathematical tools defined only on finite probability distributions, continuous
action spaces can also be considered.

One important characteristic of the MDP is that it is history agnostic—the future state
distribution of the system is uniquely defined by its current state. While technically true for
physical environments, it is often the case that instead of a complete state representation
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vector s, we are instead operating on a more limited observation o (often interchangeably
referred to as s for brevity), where each element oi is given by some function fi(s). It is
therefore possible that historical observations contain information about hidden system
state variables, even assuming that the MDP formalism holds for the underlying environ-
ment. An example of this is the case when individual observations contain only the current
position of an object, but not its derivatives, as in video data. In such situations, it may
prove beneficial to break with the formalism further by redefining the policy to operate on
sequences of k + 1 previous states/observations

t, k, n ∈ N; πθ : {(sn)
t
t−k} → A (2)

which, by allowing for input sequences of variable length, may become a function defined
on the entire known state history:

πθ : {(sn)
t
1} → A (3)

These adjustments allow for the employment of sequence-to-sequence predictor archi-
tectures also studied in other areas of machine learning, such as recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) [9] and transformers [10]. Finally, if continuous action spaces are permitted, it is no
great stretch to also consider formats where the action corresponds to a predicted future
state to be used for static motion planning or in a feedback controller

πθ : {(sn)
t
1} → S (4)

which, when running the model on its prior output, is equivalent to sequence-building
tasks encountered in domains such as text generation. If the sequence of states contains a
sequence of joint state vectors (a joint space trajectory) in the form

((y1, t1), ..., (yn, tn)) (5)

where each waypoint (yi, ti) consists of a joint space goal y and corresponding timestamp t,
it could in principle be used to directly produce control inputs

y(τ) = interp(ytk , ytl , τ) (6)

where y(τ) denotes the interpolated, time-varying joint state setpoint to be used in a
feedback controller and tk, tl are timestamps such that t1, t2, ..., tk ≤ τ ≤ tl , tl+1..., tn. In the
case of models operating in Cartesian space, the joint state vectors need to be found by
application of inverse kinematics. However, in practice just these steps are not sufficient,
and the joint space trajectories have to be processed—constraints must be checked for
violations, collisions avoided, and optimization of waypoint count, placement and timing
may be performed [11]. All of these tasks fall under the umbrella of motion planning.

3. Related Work

In its simplest form—known as behavioral cloning—imitation learning is reduced to
a classification or regression task. Given a set of states and actions or state transitions
produced by an unknown expert function, a model (policy) is trained to approximate this
function. Even with very small parameter counts by modern standards, when combined
with artificial neural networks this method has demonstrated some success as far back as
the 1980s, provided the task has simple dynamics such as keeping a motor vehicle centered
on a road [12].

However, it has since become apparent that pure behavioral cloning suffers from
distribution shift—a phenomenon whereby the distribution of states visited by the policy
diverges from that of the original training data set by way of incremental error, eventually
leading to poor predictions by the model and irrecoverable deviation from the intended task.
To improve the ability of policies to recover from this failure mode, various more complex
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approaches to the task have been proposed. One major direction of research has been the
use of inherently robust, composable functions known as dynamic motion primitives (DMPs),
employing systems of differential equations and parametric models such as Gaussian basis
functions to obviate the problem of distribution shift entirely—ensuring convergence toward
the goal through the explicit dynamics of the system [13]. Though showing promising results,
it must be noted that the model templates used are quite domain specific. Others have
attempted to use more general-purpose models in conjunction with interactive sampling
of the expert response to compensate for distribution shift [14]. While theoretically able to
guarantee convergence, the major drawback of such methods is that an expert function is
required that can be queried numerous times as part of the training process. This severely
restricts applicability to practical use cases since it is impossible to implement when only
given a set of pre-recorded demonstrations.

A different means of handling this problem is given by the field of inverse reinforcement
learning [4]. Rather than attempting to model the expert function directly, it is assumed
that the expert is itself acting to maximize an unknown reward function. An attempt,
therefore, is made to approximate this reward in a way that explains the observed behavior.
From there, this becomes a classical reinforcement learning problem, and any training
method or model architecture developed in the space of this adjacent field of study can
be employed. Where early approaches made certain assumptions about the form of this
reward function—such as it being linear—more recent work has proposed that generative
adversarial networks be used where the discriminator can approximate the class of all
possible reward functions fitting the observations over an iterative training process [15,16].

Perhaps the most promising results, however, come from the sequence modeling
domain. Recurrent neural networks show up in earlier scientific literature periodically,
such as in predicting a time-series of robot end-effector loads in an assembly task [17] and
learning latent action plans from large, uncategorized play data sets [18]. However, current
state-of-the-art performance across a wide variety of sequence prediction tasks—among
them being imitation learning in a robotics context—is given by combining a large, universal
transformer model with embedding schemes specific to various data modalities [19]. These
results strongly suggest that structuring one’s approach to be compatible with general-
purpose sequence predictor algorithms is preferable for ensuring its longevity.

When it comes to the use of motion capture data, previous work in the robotics and
imitation learning corner is quite sparse, possibly due to the costly and specialized nature
of the equipment involved. One previously considered direction is the use of consumer-
grade motion tracking equipment for collecting demonstrations [20]. Unlike our work,
they employ a single, relatively inexpensive sensor unit to generate the motion tracking
data, and the main focus of the work is on the accurate extraction of the demonstrations
rather than modeling and extrapolation—which is left as something of an afterthought,
with cluster and k-nearest interpolation methods used for inference. Others have applied
the previously described dynamic motion primitives to this transfer of human motion
to robot configuration space [21]. Outside the imitation learning space, related work has
been conducted in human motion modeling utilizing RNNs trained on motion capture
data [22,23]. The main difference between research in this direction and our work lies in
the fact that we map directly to robot kinematics, do not consider the human kinematic
model, and emphasize extracting additional implicit signals from the observations.

Meanwhile, throwing tasks have previously been tackled with various approaches,
such as dynamic motion primitives trained on demonstrations collected in robot joint
space [24] and reinforcement learning in a simulated environment [25]. So far, it appears
that the best results have been attained by approaches utilizing aspects of both—namely,
TossingBot [26]. They utilize a motion primitive that accepts release velocity and position as
parameters. Initial estimates of these are provided analytically, which are then augmented
with residuals produced by a reinforcement learning policy. Our work is set apart from
previous DMP-based studies [24] by the use of more general-purpose neural network model
templates and human demonstrations rather than directly recorded robot movements. Direct
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reinforcement learning approaches require extensive interaction with the environment [25],
while ours does not. Hybrid systems, such as TossingBot [26], are highly customized for a
specific task, whereas we sought to develop the foundation for a more general imitation
learning-based approach, with throwing serving as the benchmark task.

4. Proposed Approach

Three crucial decisions need to be made when devising an imitation learning-based
approach to robot control:

• Data collection—what will serve as the expert policy? How will the data be obtained?
• Model architecture—what type of model template will be used to learn the policy?

What are its inputs and outputs, what pre- and post-processing steps will these formats
call for?

• Control method—how will model outputs be used in robot motion planning or feed-
back control?

Considering that the goal of this paper is not to examine any of these sub-problems
in detail but rather to come up with a holistic approach to combine all of them, trade-offs
that affect more than one step at a time need to be considered. The recording of human
performance as the expert data set is also a constraint imposed by the objective we set out to
accomplish. Therefore, when selecting the demonstration data modality, three possibilities
were examined:

• Raw video—using conventional cameras to record a scene and use these observations
as model inputs directly;

• Motion capture—obtain effector and scene object pose (position and orientation) data
with specialized motion capture equipment that consists of multiple cameras tracking
highly reflective markers affixed to bodies of interest;

• Simulation—using a simulated environment in conjunction with virtual reality (VR) or
another human–machine interface to obtain either pose data as with motion capture,
or record the configurations of a robot model directly.

Raw video is the most attractive approach from a material standpoint—it does not
involve motion capture or VR equipment, does not require simulated environments, and in
principle presents the possibility of a sensor-to-actuator learned pipeline if the video data
are used directly in the model’s input to predict joint velocities. In practice, however, not
only does using image data call for the employment of more complex model architectures,
such as convolutional neural networks, but images are inherently 2-dimensional represen-
tations of 3-dimensional space, leading to ambiguities in the data—and one quickly runs
into difficult issues, such as context translation, that confound the issue further [8].

In contrast, unambiguous pose information is readily obtained with motion capture or
simulation. Simulating a robot and collecting data in joint space allows for a simple final
controller stage. However, it very tightly couples the trained model to a specific physical
implementation, and reasoning about or debugging model outputs obtained this way is
not straightforward. Thus, the main comparison is to be drawn between object pose data as
obtained in a simulation and with motion capture. Assuming motion capture equipment is
available, setting the scene up for collecting demonstrations is a matter of outfitting the
objects of interest with markers and defining them as rigid bodies to be tracked. However,
there is a degree of imprecision in the observations, and information about different rigid
bodies is available at different instants in time.

Simulation allows recording exact pose information directly at regular time intervals,
but setting up the scene necessitates creating a virtual environment where the task can
be performed. In addition, for realistic interactions, a physics simulation and immersive
interface, such as VR, is required, but even this does not present the human demonstrator
with the haptic feedback of actually performing the task in the real world. Finally, whenever
data obtained in a simulated environment are used to solve control challenges, the so-called
reality gap or sim2real problem needs to be tackled—the difference between the responses of
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simulated and real environments to the same stimuli [27]. As such, we decided that the
benefits of simple setup and inherently natural interaction with the physical scene outweigh
the precision and cost advantages of simulated environments, and selected motion capture
as the source of demonstration data. For extracting additional information specific to the
throwing task, we also track the object thrown and use its pose information to annotate each
observation with target coordinates extrapolated from its flight arc and a release timing
signal determined by heuristics described in Section 5.2 (pre-processing).

The next crucial decision to make is what the input and output spaces of the model will
be. Setting aside the additional control parameters (target coordinates and release signal),
when provided with a sequence of pose observations, the main options are as follows:

• Pose–Pose—predict the pose at the next discrete time step from the current observation;
• Pose Derivatives—predict velocities or accelerations as actions;
• Joint state–Joint target—analogous to pose–pose, but in joint space;
• Joint state–Joint velocity—analogous to pose derivatives, but in joint space.

Approaches crossing the Cartesian-joint space domain boundary were not considered,
as the model would be required to learn the inverse kinematics of the robot. The ad-
vantages of having a model operate entirely in joint space would be seen at the next
stage—integration with the robot controller—as motion planning to joint targets is trivial.
However, training such a model would require mapping the demonstrations to robot
configuration space by solving inverse kinematics on them, much the same as with a
model operating in Cartesian space. While computationally less expensive at runtime, this
approach is more difficult to reason about or explain, complicating the hyperparameter
discovery process. Any model obtained this way would also be tightly coupled to a specific
robot. Hence, all models were trained in Cartesian space, with the motion planning step
left for last.

Outputting pose derivatives (linear and angular velocities) is advantageous, as it
enables the use of servo controllers, and input–output timing constraints are less stringent
than they would be in a sample frequency-based model where a constant time step is used
to modulate velocities. However, a model-in-the-loop control scheme is required—forward
planning is not possible without a means to integrate model outputs with realistic feedback
from the environment. Moreover, for training, the model derivatives of the pose need to be
estimated from sequential observations, highly susceptible to discretization error.

Predicting the future pose allows for using discrete-time pose observations directly,
and, assuming a pose following controller can keep within tolerances—which, in our case,
were determined by the requirements for triggering gripper release (see Section 5.4)—
forward planning becomes a matter of running the model autoregressively (using its
previous outputs for generating a sequence). This approach naturally lends itself to the
employment of recurrent model architectures. The main drawback is that the pose deriva-
tive information is encoded in the time step, which imposes constraints on observation and
command timing, complicating the use of such a model in a real-time feedback manner.
It also requires that a method for the accurate time parametrization of Cartesian motion
plans is available.

Ultimately, the approach selected (see Figure 1) is to use pose–pose policies with
footprints given in Equation (16). These predict sequences of states containing position and
orientation in Cartesian space. Such sequences can then be used as inputs to Cartesian mo-
tion planning algorithms, which produce joint trajectories to control the robot, as described
in Section 2.
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Figure 1. A high-level overview of the proposed approach. Demonstrations are recorded with
motion capture equipment, a split and cropped data set augmented with target coordinates, and a
gripper actuation signal is created. This is used to train neural network models in behavioral cloning.
When operating in the open-loop regime, prior model outputs are used to autoregressively predict
subsequent states. The resulting sequence can then be fed into a Cartesian motion planner to control
a robot.

5. Implementation

The system devised in this paper can be broken down into three main sections—
the collection of observations in the physical environment (Section 5.1), a pipeline for
turning raw observation data into structured demonstrations with additional control
signals (Section 5.2), and neural network model implementations (Section 5.3). System
performance was evaluated, and design feedback was obtained in two main ways. First,
qualitative observations of the generated trajectories were made using spatial visualization
in a virtual environment, followed by execution on simulated and real robots (Section 5.4).
When satisfactory performance was attained, a series of quantitative metrics were computed
for comparing system outputs with training and validation datasets on different model
architectures and hyperparameter sets (Section 5.5).

5.1. Data Collection

All demonstrations were recorded using OptiTrack equipment that consists of a set
of cameras, highly reflective markers to be attached to trackable objects, and the Motive
software package, which handles pose estimation and streaming. As shown in Figure 2,
a cage with eight cameras installed serves to hide external sources of specular reflections
from the cameras and confine moving objects, such as drones, from leaving the scene.
To simulate an industrial robot end effector, a gripping hand tool was equipped with
markers. Since the motivating application calls for throwing plastic bottles, one such one
was also marked for extrapolating target coordinates and identifying the release point
in a demonstration. A start point was laid down on the floor to serve as a datum for
automatically separating the recorded demonstrations during pre-processing. Holding the
effector stand-in here for at least a second before each demonstration provided a consistent
signal that can be identified programmatically.
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Figure 2. Motion capture equipment and demonstration acquisition process.

Nets were used to catch the thrown bottle and prevent damaging the markers. These
were also marked to aid in delimiting the ballistic segment of the thrown object’s flight.
While in principle it is possible to detect an object in freefall by observing its acceleration,
for trajectory extrapolation, this was deemed too prone to error—some impacts radically
change the horizontal component of the object’s velocity without breaking its fall, and the
acceleration of the empty bottles proved to be affected by air resistance to a significant
degree, owing to their low terminal velocity.

In software, rigid body definitions were created for all objects to be tracked. These
were then streamed on the local network, relayed over robot operating system (ROS) topics
corresponding to each rigid body using a pre-existing package ROS and recorded into a
bag file to be converted into a .csv data set. Over the course of this project, two data sets
with roughly 150 and 50 demonstrations each were collected. The first was used in the
development process but proved to contain throws beyond the capabilities of the robot
hardware used. Therefore, a second data set of throws with less pronounced swings was
produced to fit within the working volume of the robot arm. A notable feature of the second
data set is that initial orientations were randomized to a much lesser degree (±30◦) than in
the original corpus (±90◦), and the range of estimated target coordinates for the throws
was also more tightly constrained (1.5...1.8 m along the x-axis as opposed to 1.6...3.6 m),
likely contributing to the better estimated throw accuracy metrics as illustrated in Section 6.

5.2. Pre-Processing, Extraction of Implicit Control Signals

Figure 3 provides a schematic overview of the main steps involved in the data prepa-
ration process. For illustrative purposes, graphs of the effector x-coordinate with respect
to time are used, but the final picture also contains the estimated target coordinate of
each throw.

After each recording session, an entirely unstructured corpus is available. It contains
timestamped pose observations collected at whatever intervals they happened to have been
generated by the tracking software. Each observation only contains information about a
single tracked body. A peculiarity of this particular recording method is that observations
about each body tend to arrive in bursts:

sa
t1, sa

t2, ..., sb
tm−1, sb

tm (7)

where sa
t∈R corresponds to the observed state of object a at time t. Thus, to obtain sequential

data in discrete time, it is necessary to resample the positions and orientations of all relevant
bodies at a constant time step:

(sa
1, sb

1, sc
1), ..., (sa

k, sb
k, sc

k) = s1, ..., sk (8)
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Figure 3. Pre-processing pipeline overview. All charts are purely illustrative and show effector x-axis
position with respect to time (in blue). The final diagram also shows the target x-coordinate of each
discrete demonstration (in red). The thresholds are, from left to right: movement, release, freefall
start and freefall end.

A sampling frequency of 100 Hz was selected to obtain spatial precision on the order
of centimeters given the velocities involved. Fortuitously, the intervals between observed
bursts in the actual data are generally on this order as well. Resampling is accomplished
using forward fill interpolation, which introduces a slight sawtooth oscillation, but this is
removed in the subsequent smoothing step along with other discontinuities.

After resampling, individual demonstrations are separated using the aforementioned
consistent starting position. This may vary from recording session to recording session,
so it needs to be identified and configured manually. Specifically, the condition used to
identify demonstration start points is as follows:

tstart ∈ [t]k1 : t < tstart ∧ (tstart − t < ∆tmax)⇒
⇒ xt ∈ (x0 − δx, x0 + δx), yt ∈ (y0 − δy, y0 + δy) (9)

which is to say that every observation no more than ∆t steps before tstart has to lie within
±δx,±δy of the datum (x0, y0). Each demonstration then consists of observations

(ststart , ..., ststart+steps), steps ∈ N (10)

The constants ∆t, δx, δy, steps are determined experimentally to produce consistent
observations for the particular task and may require tuning if the manner in which demon-
strations are recorded changes. The newly split demonstrations are saved in separate files,
thus allowing demonstrations generated in different sessions to be processed at once.

As further thresholding steps rely on estimates of pose derivatives, a smoothing
step is first employed to remove noise and the slight sawtooth oscillation induced by
the resampling step. This is accomplished by applying a rolling average kernel to the
trajectory. Nevertheless, it was found that any estimate of derivatives would exacerbate
what noise there was in the dataset, leading to inconsistent results. So a simplified estimator
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x′t, combining a correlate of the derivative x′t with a rolling average filter, was used with
satisfactory results:

x′t ∝ x′t =
t+m

∑
i=t

xi −
t

∑
i=t−m

xi (11)

This was then used to compute threshold functions corresponding to the start of
motion, actuator release and unfettered freefall of the bottle:

fmoving(t) =

0 if ∀u < t, ‖
[
rE f f ector(u)

]′
u
‖ < vmoving

1 otherwise
(12)

frelease(t) =

0 if ∀u < t,
[
‖rBottle(u)− rE f f ector(u)‖

]′′
u
< arelease

1 otherwise
(13)

f f ree f all(t) =

0 if ∀u < t,
[
‖rBottle(u)− rE f f ector(u)‖

]′
u
< v f ree f all

1 otherwise
(14)

where r corresponds to the position component of the observation vector. Note that in
the first case, the norm of a vector derivative is used, whereas in the subsequent two it is
the scalar derivative of a vector norm. As discussed in Section 5.1, the other terminating
condition for the freefall segment of the bottle’s trajectory is determined using the position
of the net:

fpassed(t) =

{
0 if ∀u < t, xBottle(u) ≥ xNet(u)
1 otherwise

(15)

The particular contents of the thresholding functions used are application-specific,
but the method of detecting discrete events based on relative and absolute derivatives
should prove to be broadly applicable. As with the split step, constants for thresholding
were determined by way of inspection and would certainly be unique to each type of task.
The output of frelease serves as the gripper actuator signal estimate. fmoving is used in the
final align, crop, and combine steps to determine the first observation to include in the
dataset. f f ree f all , fpassed are used in estimating the desired target coordinates of each throw
to give models the capability to be aimed. This is done by applying quadratic regression
to the z-coordinate of the object thrown, finding its intersection with the ground plane in
corresponding x and y-coordinates—a geometric illustration of this process can be found
in Figure 4. The actuator signal and target coordinates are concatenated to each obser-
vation vector, with target coordinates being constant within each demonstration. A time
signal is also added to each observation, as this was found to improve the performance
of feedforward models. Finally, when combining the demonstrations into a training data
set, all position vectors are shifted so that the start of motion corresponds to the origin of
the coordinate system. This way, the models are trained to operate relative to the effector
starting position.

5.3. Models

We studied two classes of parametric models as part of this project—simple feedfor-
ward neural networks and RNNs, operating autoregressively. The choice was motivated by
two factors:

• The dynamics of the problem were deemed to be simple enough that even small mod-
els would be able to model them adequately—making it possible to quickly train on
development machines with low parameter counts, using pre-existing code libraries;

• Given the recent advances in employing sequence-to-sequence models for imitation
learning tasks, it was decided that models with broadly similar footprints and charac-
teristics should be used to enable further research in this direction.
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Figure 4. Estimation of the throw target coordinates. Bottle position data are used to annotate each
demonstration—consisting of effector pose observations—with throw target coordinates. Regression
on the z-axis is used to find the ground plane intersection time, at which extrapolated x- and y-
coordinate values are found.

After an initial hyperparameter discovery process, the values in Table 1 were arrived
at for both model types, respectively. A range of model sizes and training epoch counts was
compared for both models. In the case of the recurrent neural network, performance with
different learning rates was also evaluated. As the feedforward models were developed
first, performance with and without a time signal in the input data was also compared.
For the RNN architecture, a gated recurrent unit (GRU) was selected, as prior research
suggests that it outperforms long short-term memory (LSTM) when dealing with small data
sets of long sequences [28].

Table 1. Model hyperparameters.

Parameter Feedforward RNN

Architecture 2 dense hidden layers, ReLU GRU, dense linear output
Parameter counts 128–1024 perceptrons per layer 128–512 perceptrons in the unit
Training epochs 20–100 300–1200
Batch size 64 32
Optimizer Adam Adam
Learning rate 10−4 10−3, 10−4
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The basic model footprint is given as follows:

(rt+1, qt+1, gt+1) = πθ

(
t

fsample
, rt, qt, gt, rtarget

t

)
(16)

where rt, qt, gt represent the end effector translation vector, orientation quaternion and
gripper actuator signal, respectively, at time step t in both the input and output. The input is
augmented with a time/phase signal (discrete time step divided by the sampling frequency,
in this case 100 Hz) relative to the start of the demonstration or generated trajectory,
as well as the target coordinate vector rtarget

t , which corresponds to the extrapolated target
coordinates in the demonstration data set and commanded throw coordinates at inference.
The time signal was added to the input, as it was found that trajectories generated by
feedforward networks were liable to diverge without it, and the data sets thus modified
were used for all training thereafter. The gripper control signal has values {0, 1} in the
training data set.

For training both types of networks, state transitions
((

t, st, rtarget
t

)
, st+1

)
are con-

structed. In the case of the feedforward network, these state transitions are then shuffled
and batched independently. For the RNN, pairs of feature-label sequences are formed
corresponding to complete demonstrations, and the loss function is computed on the entire
predicted output sequence. To hold these variable-length sequences, a ragged tensor is
used, which is batched along its first axis and ragged along the second. With both types of
networks, the Huber loss function is utilized.

5.4. Visualization and Execution

As discussed in the introduction, an important part of the reason for selecting throwing
as our motivating application is the fact that it is easy for humans to judge the qualitative
performance aspects of this task. To accomplish this, a means of visualizing the model
outputs was required. When operating in open-loop mode (without interfacing with
the physical or simulated environment—running the model on its previous outputs) it
is possible to precompute trajectories and simply save them as sequences of robot states.
To aid in estimating whether these trajectories were feasible, a tool for visualizing these
sequences in the robot coordinate system was developed (Figure 5a).

Given a policy that synchronously predicts the state of the system at the next time
step, there are multiple possible ways to use it in robot control. The simplest approach is
static trajectory planning—precompute a sequence of states and plan the motion between
them. This is somewhat hindered by the lack of existing tools for precise time-parametrized
Cartesian path planning in the ROS ecosystem. An alternative is a real-time pose follow-
ing servo controller. The advantage of the latter approach is that closed-loop control is
possible—with state observations taken from the environment, potentially allowing the
model to compensate for offsets in real-time. However, this presents the challenge of
tuning controller gains. The method that was ultimately employed was open-loop planning
of Cartesian paths—with timing approximated through a combination of time-optimal
trajectory generation [11], followed by scaling the trajectory to the correct total duration.
To control the gripper, a threshold value was set, the point in the trajectory at which this
value was crossed was found, the corresponding joint state was computed, and a callback
function was set up to trigger when this joint state was reached within an angular tolerance
of 0.05 radians for each joint independently.

While this is adequate for evaluating the positioning of the generated trajectories
and approximates the velocity profile closely enough for successful throws to be executed
(Figure 5b), a fully-featured time-parametrized Cartesian path planner or correctly tuned
pose-following controller would be required to judge the throwing accuracy on real hard-
ware and generalize our approach to other tasks. However, the development of such
general-purpose tools was deemed to be outside the scope of this project, the focus of
which is on the collection of demonstration data and imitation learning methods.
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Figure 5. Qualitative performance evaluation—visualization and execution. In both cases, the trajec-
tories were sequences of pose (position, orientation) goals obtained by running the models autore-
gressively on their outputs at prior time steps. Release timing is represented in (a) by the change in
marker size.

5.5. Evaluation Metrics

To draw comparisons between models of different architectures developed as part of
our work, trained with differing hyperparameter sets, quantitative evaluations needed to
be computed. As this is not a standard task with agreed-upon metrics and benchmarks,
some exploratory work was required to arrive at quantifiers that agree with intuitively
self-evident characteristics. While in principle it should be possible to judge models based
on throw accuracy, this is not very helpful in the early stages of research when most
models fall short of attaining the desired objective. Furthermore, limitations imposed by
the aforementioned time parametrization issues with Cartesian motion planning in ROS
make such a comparison as yet infeasible.

Hence, it was decided to compare model outputs with the demonstration data set.
As judging against the training data set only informs us to the extent to which the model
has been able to overfit, a smaller validation data set was set aside for out-of-distribution
comparisons. The outputs to be compared were obtained by executing the models autore-
gressively on each demonstration’s initial state for as many steps as were present in the
corresponding recorded demonstration. This can be formally stated as

Deval =
(
(τd

1 , τ
g
1 ), ..., (τd

k , τ
g
k )
)

(17)

τd, τg = (sd
1, ..., sd

m), (s
g
1 , ..., sg

m); sd
1 = sg

1 (18)

where Deval refers to the evaluation data set of a single model with respect to either
the validation or test demonstration set, but τd

i , τ
g
i are the demonstration and generated

trajectories (sequences of state observations sj) sharing the same initial state respectively.
Three broad classes of evaluation metrics were computed: data set-wise (global),

step-wise and throw parameters. The first consists of vector similarity measures, such as
Pearson’s correlation coefficient, cosine similarity and distance metrics applied to the entire
data set and the trajectories generated against it as concatenated vectors:

fglobal(Deval) = f : (τd
1 , ..., τd

k )× (τ
g
1 , ..., τ

g
k )→ R (19)
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The second class involves applying various measures to the observation/state vari-
ables at each time step:

fstepwise(Deval) = f :

 ∑
τd ,τg∈Deval

m

∑
i=1

(
g : sd

i × sg
i → R

)→ R (20)

where the inner function g corresponds to metrics such as position error, rotation error
(quaternion angular distance), or categorical cross-entropy in the release signal. Finally,
a release error metric was computed trajectory-wise. To do this, the release point of each
trajectory was found, the corresponding position found and the velocity vector estimated.
When considering ways to combine these two terms into a single quantitative error estima-
tor, it was decided that a simple ballistic extrapolation and resulting miss distance along
the ground plane would serve as a decent first-order approximation of throw accuracy
vis-à-vis the training or validation data set.

Specifically, the release position r0 = (x0, y0, z0) and estimated release velocity
v0 = (v0x, v0y, v0z) were used as parameters in the equations:

x(t) = x0 + v0xt (21)

y(t) = y0 + v0yt (22)

z(t) = z0 + v0zt− g
2

t2 (23)

The ground plane intersect time tintersect was found by setting Equation (23) equal
to the ground plane coordinate ztarget and finding the positive root. Then ground plane
intersect points were found as

rintersect = (x(tintersect), y(tintersect), z(tintersect)) (24)

and the trajectory-wise throw error metric computed by

fthrow(Deval) =
1
k ∑
Deval

‖rg
intersect − rg

intersect‖ (25)

with rd
intersect, rg

intersect being the demonstration and generated throw intersect positions,
respectively. Seeing as not every model would output a release signal that crosses the
threshold (0.5) for every trajectory, this error term was set to be infinite in cases when no
throw was defined.

6. Results

In our research, numerous models were trained on both of the data sets described in
Section 5.1, in both of the architectures discussed in Section 5.3. After the initial trial and
error process, a systematic training regimen produced the following:

• Feedforward networks—a total of 48 models, varying the training data set, presence of
a time signal in the features, perceptron counts per hidden layer, and training duration;

• RNNs—36 models with data set, learning rate, model size, and training length being
the variable parameters.

Figure 5 illustrates how model outputs were visualized to use their qualitative aspects
in guiding hyperparameter choice, and a preliminary implementation on a real robot was
achieved—executing trajectories generated by the simpler feedforward network, with tar-
get coordinates sampled from normal distributions corresponding to their values in the
training data set. As can be seen, when these outputs were used to generate motion plans
for a Universal Robots UR5e robot equipped with a pneumatic gripper, a plastic bottle was
successfully thrown into a target container located outside the robot’s reachable volume.
Adequate output sequences were attained with both model architectures at multiple hy-
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perparameter combinations, so to draw specific conclusions, the quantitative evaluation
metrics discussed in Section 5.5 were produced for the 84 systematically trained models
described above. Of the feedforward models, 18 out of 48 (37.5%) successfully triggered a
gripper release on every evaluation trajectory, enabling mean throw error estimates to be
computed. Among the RNNs, this was true for 24 out of 36 (66.7%).

Figure 6 shows a broad comparison between the RNN and feedforward model archi-
tectures, with each of the evaluation metric classes being present, though not all the specific
metrics discussed—as there was found to be a considerable amount of duplication in their
findings. All figures shown correspond to the best result attained by either type in each of
the performance indicators, irrespective of other variables.

Figure 6. Results—comparison between model architectures (Naive—refers to the feedforward
architecture, also “naive behavioral cloning”), the best performance attained in each class. Top row
metrics—cosine similarity (dimensionless), Euclidean distance (all features, no specific unit); mean
position error (stepwise, meters). Bottom row—mean rotation error (stepwise, radians), mean throw
error (meters).

Figure 7 elaborates upon each model class, showing the best attained results at various
hyperparameter values. In the case of the feedforward model, the input observations
did not initially contain a time signal, which was rectified early on. In the case of the
RNN, deviating from the default learning rate was found to be beneficial. For both archi-
tectures, the best performance at each epoch count and parameter count is also plotted.
Figure 8 shows the impact of only varying the crucial size (perceptron count)—in each case,
the two best performing models at each fixed parameter combination are selected and their
performance at different values of the independent variable is graphed.
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Figure 7. Results—best mean throw error performance for each hyperparameter value, in units of
meters. The top row shows feedforward model results, the bottom—RNN. In both cases, the smaller,
newer dataset with less variance in orientation and target coordinates results in better throw evalua-
tions. Introducing the time signal significantly improves feedforward model performance, whereas
for the RNN, improved results could be attained at higher learning rates. In the case of the feedfor-
ward model, training for too long and making the model too large initially appears to be detrimental,
while for the RNN, no clear trend was observed in this respect.

Figure 8. Results—cosine similarity (dimensionless) and mean throw error (meters) metrics for
feedforward and recurrent models, only varying in the perceptron count parameter (others held
constant)—best 2 on train and validation sets each.
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7. Discussion

The qualitative aspects of our results—the visual representations of trajectories and
their characteristics when executed on a real robot—closely resemble throwing motions as
executed by the human experts, suggesting that the selected approach to data collection
is adequate for encoding the key features of this task. The same can be said for the fact
that a large minority of the feedforward models and a majority of the recurrent ones were
able to reproduce a complete throw trajectory for every set of initial conditions in the
training and validation data sets. The most important takeaway regarding this aspect of our
approach is that augmenting the data with time step information is important to achieve
good performance.

Comparing the two proposed model architectures by their best attained values,
in terms of distribution similarity measures such as cosine similarity and Euclidean dis-
tance, the results are generally quite good for both, with the RNN having the edge in
most distance measures but notably one of the feedforward models demonstrating the
highest cosine similarity. In terms of step-wise metrics, RNN models typically show better
results—which is perhaps to be expected, given that their inputs contain all previous states
in the trajectory rather than a single observation.

The same is true for the throw error metric in general, and it is quite apparent when
comparing the percentage of valid throw trajectories (ones where actuator release has been
commanded) that RNNs have an overall easier time learning the release timing aspect of
the task. However, the best single result was attained by an outlier feedforward model—an
average error of around 0.09 m, as opposed to around 0.11 m for the best recurrent model—
both on the validation data taken from the corrected, smaller demonstration collection
(see Section 5.1). This result should be taken with a grain of salt, though, considering the
small size of the validation data set (5 demonstrations, set aside from a collection of 45).
The performance of the same feedforward model compared against the remaining training
data set is much worse—an error of 0.57 m—compared to the best RNN model, which
retains an error of 0.26 m. Moreover, at other hyperparameter combinations, RNN models
can be seen to retain a sub-0.2 m error on both data sets (such as a 256-perceptron model
trained for 300 epochs at a learning rate of 10−3, which attains 0.16 m and 0.18 m error on
the training and validation data sets, respectively).

An important thing to note is that this throw error estimate should not be taken as
equivalent to a simulation or an actual throw—as was already discussed in Section 5.1,
the terminal velocities of the bottles thrown are low enough to affect the observed trajec-
tories, and in any case, instantaneous velocity vector estimates derived from sequences
of discrete position measurements are bound to have a degree of error. This is further
exacerbated by the fact that the interactions between the gripper and the work object would
impart some delay between the release command and full separation. Nevertheless, this
estimator does model a large part of the non-linear relationship between the parameters
that define a throw—release position and velocity vectors—in a way that is likely to explain
a large degree of destination variance among throws performed in the physical world. It
is reasonable to assume that lower values of this error term would be strongly correlated
with higher accuracy when deployed and tested on physical hardware.

Regardless of model type and parameters, the observed performance on the older
data set, uncorrected for robot working volume—with a much greater variance in throw
shape, timing, starting orientation, and target coordinates, but only marginally greater
size—is significantly worse. None of the feedforward networks attain a throw error
estimate under 0.6 m, while RNNs bottom out at around 0.4 m. In the case of feedforward
networks, augmenting the input vector with a time signal showed qualitatively observable
advantages, and these are also present in the numeric evaluations. An apparent trend of
better results being obtainable with smaller models that are not trained for too long also
exists; however, for the reasons discussed above, this may well be spurious. Certainly,
no such conclusion can be confidently drawn with respect to the RNNs’ performance,
as comparatively high performance is achieved by some hyperparameter combinations at
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every scale explored. A slight, but consistent edge in estimated throw error performance
was attained by increasing the learning rate of the Adam optimizer from the default value
of 10−4 to 10−3. It is notable, however, that lower learning rates appear to produce higher
similarity metrics.

Observing the impact of hyperparameters in isolation yields the clearest insights in
the cases of global distribution similarity measures (in the graphs shown, cosine similar-
ity). In feedforward models, a high similarity is attained, even at the lowest parameter
counts, and making the models larger does not yield unambiguous improvements. Notably,
at some settings, there is a considerable degree of variance in this metric—at 1024 percep-
trons per layer, the highest cosine similarity is attained by a model trained without the time
signal, which performs notably worse at other sizes. Among RNNs, the perceptron counts
examined show a slightly yet still monotonically increasing trend, suggesting that perfor-
mance gains at larger model sizes may still be made. When it comes to throw accuracy
estimates, neither model architecture shows a clear response to perceptron count, and the
feedforward architecture again exhibits outlier results. Interestingly, multiple RNN config-
urations show initially declining performance on validation data with increased model size,
followed by an improvement—potentially evoking the double descent phenomenon [29].
However, there is still a comparable degree of unexplained variance in the results, which
forces us to be cautious in proposing any concrete explanations.

8. Conclusions

The original goal we set out to accomplish was to devise a framework for recording
demonstrations by human actors and using these to execute an object-throwing task as a
stand-in for a variety of similar future applications. In this, we were mostly successful—
using motion capture as the data collection mechanism, it proved possible to employ
a series of analytic pre-processing steps to turn raw recording data into demonstration
data sets suitable for training two varieties of artificial neural networks—feedforward
and recurrent. The models were structured to be able to operate either in-the-loop or
autoregressively as forward planners, and it was this latter approach that was further
explored—we developed tools for their visualization (useful in hyperparameter discovery)
and prototype motion planning software that enable execution on real robots. Model
outputs were used to successfully perform throws in the physical world.

The data collection step with motion capture equipment proved to be straightforward
to customize for our motivating application. However, it did require some attention to how
the physical demonstrations were performed—with allowances for automatic demarcation
of distinct demonstrations. A pre-processing pipeline had to be developed to extract these
separate trajectories and only their relevant segments, as well as inferring hidden state
variables through indirect observation. While the latter are likely going to be specific
to each application, the methods herein can be trivially adapted so long as these can be
expressed as n-th order derivatives of absolute or relative pose variables of tracked objects
in the scene. Admittedly, some work, such as target coordinate extrapolation, was entirely
specific to this task.

In contrast to some previous work that has explored motion capture in imitation learn-
ing, we place a greater emphasis on using general-purpose machine learning
methods—artificial neural networks—to generate the trajectories at inference, as opposed
to simple neighbor methods [20] or highly domain-specific approaches grounded in the
use of dynamic motion primitives [21]. To more objectively evaluate the performance of
the policies obtained with various hyperparameters and on different data sets, a series of
quantitative metrics are proposed in this paper. In general, it can be said that, according to
these, recurrent networks operating on complete state histories outperform simple deep
neural networks operating in a Markovian regime—which is perhaps unsurprising, given
the recent successes achieved in applying general-purpose sequence-to-sequence learning
methods to the imitation learning domain [19]. As our model precision comparisons rely
on indirect estimates rather than empirical data, it is hard to make a direct comparison with
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state-of-the-art performers in throwing tasks, such as [26], but it should be noted that they
use learning at a higher level—outputting parameters that describe each throw—and do
not use model outputs to generate Cartesian motion plans directly as proposed here. This
makes their entire approach inherently more coupled to a single type of task than ours.

Potential directions for further research and engineering work based on what we have
achieved thus far would be the following:

• Replacement of simple feedforward neural networks with generative adversarial mod-
els, which demonstrate some of the best performance for pure Markovian policies [15].
This way, the need for more compute-intensive sequence-to-sequence models that
necessitate keeping track of state histories may be obviated;

• Adapting the pipeline for other tasks of interest, mainly to explore how easily the data
pre-processing pipeline generalizes in practice;

• Train models to predict velocities as the actions, rather than subsequent states, for in-
tegration with servo controllers;

• Development of a Cartesian arrival-time parametrization tool in ROS, something
which is currently lacking in the ecosystem.
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